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Preschool Basics

Help get your little one excited about learning! This colorful, 32-page Preschool Basics workbook
presents activities that will help prepare your child for success in kindergarten. The content covers
skills so important at this level, in a simple, uncluttered format. Each page is designed to be
child-friendly with charming illustrations. Because children are not expected to write at this age, the
activities do not require this skill. Small hands accomplish big goals just by drawing lines or circling
appropriate objects to show an understanding of the lesson. With a little help and encouragement
from you, your preschooler will find hours of fun and learning.
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Its a fun and attractive activity book. PIctures and colors are child-friendly. Activities doesn't involve
writing at all, which make it a good choice for some 3 year old. First 9 pages a 3 year old might be
able to do since is to circle the smaller,bigger,different or same pic. Pag 10 - 11 is a big coloring
page where child should do following directions. After here i think an older kid, as ages 4-6, will
have better comprehention and/or show you where she/he need more practice. pages 12-17 involve
better comprehention of concepts as opposite and belong. Pages 18-25 beginning sounds. Pages
26-29 is the number section where the child should know to count 1-10 to do it and have an idea of
addition. 30-31 is a simmple "follow the pattern" activity.

My 3 1/2 year old daughter really likes this book, and does well. I am not happy with the directions

on each page, and usually "read" her my own version, but otherwise we like it. She is eager to turn
the page and find out what comes next, and these lessons are right on target with her learning
capacity/stage.The first few pages are "which is bigger, which match" etc, and this has helped us to
identify that our daughter needs work with spatial differences. It has also helped to develop her lines
to become straighter and stronger.I would buy this book again!

I purchased this for my 3 1/2 year old son and he loves it. The Preschool Basics from School Zone
has been great for developing his prekindergarten skills. Although it is only 32 pages it has bright
colors with good graphics that keep him interested. The pages are not perforated but tear out easily.

Could not expect more from this book. My 2 1/2 year old loves this book. I pulled book apart so we
could do a page from each section of book each day... like a set of letter pages and set of number
pages and set of tracing pages... I mean such a good book.

My daughter loves little work books and these are great for us to take along with us on doctor
appointments or anywhere else she will have to wait like a restaurant or something. Helps kids work
on the basics they will need to know before starting kindergarten and also start practicing for what
kids learn in kindergarten, might give your kiddo a head start!If you want to be able to re-use it for
the next child, you can laminate the pages or slip them into a clear page protector and tape it shut,
then give the child a dry-erase marker or crayon to complete the activity. Then you just wipe it clean.

My almost-3-year-old adores this book. She was requesting "work" like her big brother, who is
homeschooled, and this is just perfect. She asks to "circle things" every day. She can do 3-4 pages
at a time. It does take parental involvement because you have to read the instructions, which
change every few pages. So far, she has been able to understand everything with just a little bit of
guidance. I love that it is mostly circling or drawing lines to connect things. There is no tracing,
which she really doesn't even need to be doing this early.

I am a stay-at-home mom and I purchased this book for my 3 year old. What I enjoy most about this
book is that it is simple to follow as an adult and gives clear and strait to the point directions for each
activity. It contains many patterning exercises and differentiating between same and different, which
makes it very useful since these are pre-kindergarten exercises. My daughter really looks forward to
working in this book each day and another good aspect of it is that it does not require any writing; all

she has to do is point. This book is set up very nicely in the beginning it is easy activityâ€™s and it
slowly progresses to more difficult activities.

I ordered this for my 4 year old to reinforce what he is learning in preschool. He was actually very
excited to get it! It covers object sizes, colors, numbers, beginning sounds, opposites, differences,
classifying, rhyming and counting. I would recommend photocopying the pages so that it can be
used more than once. I let my son go to town on the book itself and now he has compketed it and
we have no more use for it.
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